
furniture for public spaces

lounge chairs, benches and tables

finn & finn nu seating



lounge chairs, benches and tables Choose finn & finn nu, our latest classics with 
21st century engineering, mid-century modern aesthetics and Scandinavian design 
influences.  With their inviting wood and relaxed fit they’re sure to become an oasis 
in any environment.  

Enjoy the next generation of classic design with finn & finn nu from Community. 

finn & finn nu lounge chairs, benches and tables

Recommended for Gathering, Dining & Learning

Gather.  Coming together.
To relax, to learn, to dine, to work, to wait or just to be near 

others.  Whatever the reason, Community provides all kinds 

of furniture for the places where people gather.  Chairs, 

stools, lounge and bench seating that is designed and crafted 

for comfort and durability.  Tables and casegoods for both 

work and play.  From the smallest to the largest, anything and 

everything is just a call away. 

Dine.  Eating a meal.  
Whether in a pub, a corporate cafeteria, a food court, a 

banquet hall, a hotel, restaurant or refined establishment, the 

basic needs are the same - a comfortable chair and a sturdy 

table.  With time-tested selections of standards, mixed 

materials and customized solutions we’ve got a table and 

chair combination for you.

Learn.  Gaining knowledge or skill.  
From early childhood through college, and then continuing 

with career enhancements, life lessons and recreational 

enterprises, we constantly strive to improve ourselves.  With 

seating, desks, training tables, storage and support devices, 

Community supplies the tools needed for teachers and pupils 

to achieve their goals, and to reach for new ones.

at right   FI2331, FI2332 & FI2333 (single, two and three seat benches) 
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“ Relax and kick back, catch up with friends, or 
just take five with Finn & Finn Nu!”
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Recommended for Gathering, Dining & Learning this spread   FI2313 (three seat with arms), FI2311 (single seat with arms), FI2331 (single seat bench) & FI2028G (glass top table) 
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Recommended for Gathering, Dining & Learning above    FI2312 (two seat with arms), FI2322 (two seat armless) & FI2332 (two seat bench) 
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above   FI2311 (single seat with arms), FI2321 (single seat armless) & FI4242W (wood top table) 
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Recommended for Gathering, Dining & Learning
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lounge chairs, benches and tables  Finn is a modern design marvel of mixed materials

for strength and durability, and the savvy specifier.

Delight in the luster of natural wood with the finn offering from Community. 

at left   FI2323 (three seat armless) & FI4260G (glass top table)   above    FI2311 (single seat with arms), FI2331 (single seat bench) & FI2321 (single seat armless) 

table with wood parquet top

Finn has a classic form and vintage appeal that will enhance and transform any space!”“

table with back painted glass top
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Recommended for Gathering, Dining & Learning this spread   FI2311 (single seat with arms), FI2322 (two seat armless) & FI2450W (wood top table)
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Recommended for Gathering, Dining & Learning
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lounge chairs, benches and tables  The all wood frame of Finn Nu provides even more

options for specifying with 7 wood finishes and 15 color finishes.

Get lasting comfort and modern design with finn nu from Community. 

at left   FI2351 (single seat with arms), FI2352 (two seat with arms), FI2353 (three seat with arms), FI2371 (single seat bench) & FI2424PG, FI2460PG, FI4242PG (glass top tables)   

above  FI2351 (single seat with arms) & FI2371 (single seat bench) 

table with wood top

Finn Nu has the same classic form and vintage appeal, with an all wood frame!”“

table with back painted glass top
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Recommended for Gathering, Dining & Learning this spread   FI2351 (single seat with arms), FI2353 (three seat with arms), FI2352 (two seat with arms), FI2371 (single seat bench), 
FI2372 (two seat bench) & FI2028PW, FI2424PW, FI4242PW (wood top tables)
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clean 
simple wall-saving design 

from 45-degree angle

natural  
wood tables with parquet tops 

in four wood species

classic 
Scandinavian influence 

modern design

adaptable 
vintage or contemporary 

you decide

organic 
choose the natural beauty of wood 

with DuraTex clear top coat

practical
single, two or three seat benches 

approachable from all sides

fresh 
with a retro feel 

new again!

mixed 
wood, metal and glass 

sleek and strong

perfect 
for sitting, relaxing or waiting 

(and so much more)
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Wood Species 

frame 

Top Options 

table insert

Finish & Upholstery

Finn frames are available in four natural wood species with a clear 

top coat.  Seats and backs are upholstered.  

Table tops have inserts of either wood veneer in a parquet pattern or 

white back painted glass.

DuraTex Low-Emission Finish (Finn & Finn Nu)

To reduce hazardous emissions, we use a proprietary, 

specially designed top coat that offers exceptional 

hardness, abrasion and impact resistance while 

reducing hazardous or harmful gases.

Safety - DuraTex significantly reduces hazardous 

emissions which helps to improve the quality of the 

indoor air we breathe.

Durability - DuraTex was designed to meet a wide 

range of demanding performance and environmental 

standards and to withstand the heaviest wear and 

tear.  It’s no coincidence that we find durability in 

DuraTex.

Quality - DuraTex was developed to be tough and 

durable with special attention to appearance.  Our 

highest priority while seeking a safe solution was to 

provide a finish that preserves the natural beauty of 

wood that our customers have come to expect.

clear on maple

Metal 

frame 

aluminum

wood parquet

clear on oak back painted glass

clear on cherry

clear on walnut

wood

Enhanced and protected by our DuraTex 

low-emission clear top coat, the true beauty 

of walnut, cherry, maple and oak is revealed. 

Parquet table tops of select veneer will

complement Finn chair and bench selections.

design

Qdesign has created a modern lounge 

collection with a vintage feel by combining 

simple clean lines, contrasting materials and 

an extreme 45-degree angle that has its roots 

in Scandinavian design.  Finn is the new 

classic from Community.

construction 

Finn frames are constructed of solid wood 

components that are joined together with an 

environmentally-friendly waterjet cut sheet 

of aluminum for strength and structural 

integrity that exceeds BIFMA standards.
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continuous 
radiused loop arms

created with classic lines

gorgeous 
wood tables

with bookmatched tops

spacious 
generous proportions 

allow for plenty of room

comfortable 
a relaxing experience 

whether waiting or resting

functional 
a variety of sizes

to fit any environment

beneficial 
a welcome addition 

for impromptu seating

friendly 
the renewable resource 

wood!

polished 
attention to detail 

in every way

stylish 
sophisticated, informal or fun 

whatever your need
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Wood Finishes on Maple

frame 

Color Finishes 

frame

Finish & Upholstery

Finn Nu frames are available in 7 wood 

finishes and 15 color finishes, all with 

DuraTex low-emission top coat.  Seats 

and backs are upholstered.  

Table tops have inserts of either wood 

veneer in a bookmatched pattern or 

white back painted glass.

natural maple heartthrob

amber maple cayenne

Top Options 

table insert

wood bookmatch

back painted glass

light cherry mandarin

medium cherry daffodil

medium walnut

medium mahogany

dark mahogany

resonant blue

candid blue

fusion

golden fleece

backdrop

chatroom

cargo pants

greek villa

tricorn black

software

network gray

wood 

Enhanced and protected by our DuraTex 

low-emission clear top coat, the true beauty

of wood is revealed.  Tables are available with 

top inserts of select bookmatched veneer.

design 

Finn Nu was designed to complement the 

standard Finn offering.  The collection 

maintains its vintage feel by using the simple 

clean lines and 45-degree angle of Finn.  

construction 

Finn Nu frames are constructed of solid wood 

components that are joined together for 

strength and structural integrity that exceeds 

BIFMA standards.
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Gather, Dine & Learn  Part of the Jasper Group family of brands, Community is furniture for public spaces.  

The Community brand manufactures furniture that works where we live 

for how we live.  

From elementary schools to colleges, from the doctor’s office to the 

hospital and from courtrooms to town halls, we provide solutions for the 

changing demands of our daily lives.  Community’s offering of furniture is 

broad.  It’s diverse.  And it meets just about every need where you gather, 

dine and learn - no matter the industry or space requirement.

finn & finn nu seating    lounge chairs, benches and tables

C.MPS.FI.0613.5000 

cover top FI2311 (single seat with arms), FI2351 (single seat with arms), FI4242PG (glass top table) & FI2028W (wood 

top table) bottom FI2321 (single seat armless), FI2332 (two seat bench) & FI2424G (glass top table)

finn with arms
(single seat)

finn with arms
(two seat)

finn with arms
(three seat)

finn table with parquet top
24 x 24, 20 x 28, 42 x 42, 24 x 50, 24 x 60

finn armless
(single seat)

finn armless
(two seat)

finn table with glass top
24 x 24, 20 x 28, 42 x 42, 24 x 50, 24 x 60

finn bench
(single seat)

finn bench
(two seat)

finn armless
(three seat)

finn bench
(three seat)

finn nu with arms
(single seat)

finn nu with arms
(two seat)

finn nu with arms
(three seat)

finn nu table with wood top
24 x 24, 20 x 28, 42 x 42, 24 x 50, 24 x 60

finn nu table with glass top
24 x 24, 20 x 28, 42 x 42, 24 x 50, 24 x 60

finn nu bench
(single seat)

finn nu bench
(two seat)

finn nu bench
(three seat)

Finn and Finn Nu designed by Qdesign for Community.


